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Dear Editor-in-Chief,

We would like to submit this manuscript entitled “Comparison of blood pressure and blood pressure changes in patients with positional and non-positional mild obstructive sleep apnea” by Yi-Chih Huang and et al. for publication in BMC Pulmonary Medicine. The manuscript is written and formatted in accordance with the latest Instructions for Authors. A medical editor, who is an English native speaker and the member of American Medical Writers Association and the freelancer of MedCom Asia, Inc., has edited this manuscript to ensure the correct usage of grammar and syntax.

We certify that 1) all the listed authors have participated actively in the study and meet the requirements of the authorship; 2) all the authors have read and approved the submitted manuscript; 3) the manuscript reports unpublished work which is not currently under consideration elsewhere and will not be submitted to another journal until a final decision has been made; 4) none of the authors have any conflicts of interest with regards to this research; 5) the study complies with current ethical considerations; and 6) a suitably constituted Ethics Committee of the institution within which the work was undertaken has approved the protocol for the research project.

The Authors agree to transfer the ownership of copyright to BMC Pulmonary Medicine should their work be published in this journal.

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to your kind review of this manuscript. Correspondence can be addressed to the author listed above.

Sincerely,
Mei-Chen Yang